Directions to McDowell Lane Fields

*From Rt. 19 North:*

Take Rt. 19 South to King’s Restaurant. Make a right at King’s onto McClelland Road. Continue approximately 1 mile passing, McClelland Farms and McClelland Highlands. Once you pass McClelland Highlands, you make the next right onto McDowell Lane. Continue on McDowell Lane and the fields will be on your left.

*From Rt. 19 South:*

Take Rt. 19 North to King’s Restaurant. Make a left at King’s onto McClelland Road. Continue approximately 1 mile passing, McClelland Farms and McClelland Highlands, (on your right). Once you pass McClelland Highlands, you make the next right onto McDowell Lane. Continue on McDowell Lane and the fields will be on your left.

*From 79 North:*

Take 79 South to Canonsburg Exit (# 45). At end of ramp, make a left onto McClelland Road. (You will cross over I-79) You will continue on McClelland up hill. As soon as you top the hill, you make the first left onto McDowell Lane. Follow McDowell Lane and the fields will be on your left.

*From 79 South:*

Take 79 North to Canonsburg Exit (# 45). At end of ramp, make a left onto Weavertown Road. At next light (bottom of hill), you make a right onto Morganza Road. At next light you bear to your right, McClelland Road, following it until you reach top of hill. (You will pass a BP Station and cross over I-79) As soon as you top the hill, you make the first left onto McDowell Lane. Follow McDowell Lane and the fields will be on your left.

- There are restrooms but no locker rooms.